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Best Practice I:  Title of the Practice- Wall Magazine 

 

Goal: To develop students’ creativity in writing, drawing etc. all the departments of the college 

publish wall magazine every year. Especially on the eve of Teachers’ Day the students of each 

department of the college prepare wall magazine to express their thoughts in writing.  

Context:   Wall magazines are a medium within the educational institutions for the students to 

express their creativity. Therefore, the collage encourages students to make wall magazine where 

they can post their articles, poems, drawings and other compositions to share with each other.  

The Practice: Wall magazine plays an important role in expressing students’ emotion and 

publishing the talent in explicit manner. So, the college organizes wall magazine competition 

every year to enable the students to express their inner feelings and make them aware about 

socio-economic developments. 

Evidence: Writing in wall magazine helps students to develop their literary taste and reading 

habits. It initiates writing tendency in student-teacher and attract their attention on current 

incidents.  

Problems encountered: Nothing significant has been occurred while execution although 

students are smart enough to overcome all the barriers. 
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Problems encountered: 80% Students of the College belong to BPL category and the guardian 

are engaged in daily wage jobs for which they are not in a position to visit college in a frequent 

manner although in special circumstances attend the college to consult with College Authorities. 

 

Best Practice II : Title of the Practice- Guardian Meeting 

 

Goal:  To make a bridge between teacher-students and parents the college conducted guardian 

meeting every year in its premises.  

Context:  This guardian meeting helps the college to share academic progress and growth of 

students based on classroom observations, assessment etc.   

The Practice: The College conducted guardian meeting every year to discuss issues that may be 

interfering with students learning and growth.  

Evidence: The guardians has become aware about the course curriculum and progress report of 

their children through the meeting. 


